
Down
1. What too l contains the supply prices for every
procedure clinicians perform?
2. What type of denial occurs when an inpatient stay is
downgraded to  an observation stay by a commercial
insurer?
3. How many views does CPT code 71046 (radio logic
examination, chest), include?
4. Name of contractors tasked by Medicare to  identify
improper payments.
5. Report used to  help identify feedback on claims data
to help providers identify improper payments.
7. Department that completes provider documentation to
support accurate coding and reporting of the clinical truth.
8. NCCI 2018 manual updates include CPT code 96523
for _______ of implanted venous access device for drug
delivery system.
9. Name of denial when a third-party payer does not pay
a line item on a claim or does not pay the entire claim.
12. If a claim is denied, but the hospital disagrees, what
is the next step?
13. You can keep track of updates in the chargemaster
through an _____ trail.

Across
1. When reviewing your chargemaster, what code set do
you need to  check?
3. How many types of edits does the National Correct
Coding Initiative (NCCI) contain?
6. Name the anatomy of that the radio logic examination
for CPT code 74019 applies to .
10. Word for the action of repaying a person who has
spent or lost money.
11. Name of a high-dollar department to  focus audits on.
14. Name for person responsible for chargemaster.
15. What type of service does the modifier -96 stand for?
16. Which NCCI edit represents the max number of units
for a HCPCS code by the same provider, beneficiary, and
date of service?
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